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Satisfy your hunger for the red hot Bob's Burgers with this sizzling new collection, served well done!

Written and illustrated by the fine folks at the Emmy Award-winning studio Bento Box Entertainment,

these Belcher Family shenanigans are guaranteed to delight fans of all ages. Thrill to Louise's

investigation into a pest control problem, Tina's fanciful pursuit of Jimmy Pesto's heart, and Gene's

imaginative reimagining of a maritime classic! The Belcher parents Bob and Linda also join in on the

fun, alongside dozens of your favorite cast members. Bon appetit!
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I'm not the biggest fan of the cartoon but I do watch it and get a few laughs from it when I do. I

honestly don't know what compelled me to read this comic/graphic novel except that I don't read

them enough even though I love art.The comic was very much like the show. Some of the pictures

were a bit rough and the characters were distorted from what we see in the show but otherwise,

everything is very similar.In 'Bob's Burgers: Well Done', we get a few short clips of short stories; the

first of which is 'Tina's Erotic Friend Fiction' which I remember from the show. Don't let this put you

off, though. There's nothing 'erotic' about this cartoon but it does have some slightly raunchy humor

at times. Another of the stories in this comic features one of Louise's little schemes which I always

enjoy in the show. She's the smarter sibling and often has a little evil streak which is fun to watch in

a cartoon child.The third little story was very different from anything I've seen from Bob's Burgers.

'Captain Gene-O' was probably my favorite in this comic with the bright colors, slightly different art



style, and adventurous and imaginative plot. It starts out as a homage or slight retelling of 'Twenty

Thousand Leagues Under the Sea'.Interspersed with Bob's 'Fantasy Food Truck Concept Art' as

well as some pretty nice fan-art, there is plenty going on in this comic. If you like the show at all and

want to see more of this funny little family's exploits, I'd suggest picking up the comics.I received a

free ecopy of this comic from Netgalley and Diamond Book Distributors in exchange for an honest

review.

Bob's Burgers: Well Done by Loren Bouchard compiles numbers 5-8 into a single volume. If you're

familiar with the TV show you will enjoy this volume. The parents play a smaller role but the stories

can easily be imagined as episodes on TV.I found fewer laugh out loud moments but many chuckle

along moments, which matches how I feel about the show. My guess is that your reaction to the

book will likely parallel your usual reaction to the show.Definitely recommend to fans of the show,

though I am not so sure this would make a good introduction to Bob's Burgers if one is

unfamiliar.Reviewed from an ARC made available by the publisher via NetGalley.

I absolutely love the show. It's my favorite thing to watch, so I ordered these on a whim.The

animation is a little different from the show, but it's still charming in the way it is illustrated and the

same humor, jokes, and overall reason I fell in love with the show, is evident on every page. The

comic was a great read, made me laugh, and even while reading it, I had all of their voices in my

head narrating the story for me. Highly enjoyable.

Containing art, writing, and even illustrations from the writers, artists and creative fans of the hit FOX

animated series "Bob's Burgers", this funny and well-done compendium of issues 5-8 of the popular

comic book series will please any fan of the show (including me). Between artists renderings of

various covers from the different comics, as well as of the family, the ongoing stories include

"Gene's Rhymey Rhymes That Could One Day Be Songs" (the Peter Pan tribute is the best),

"Louise's Unsolved Mysteries and Curious Curiosities" (even though this collection only contains

part one of the wonderful "X-Files" riff, leaving readers hanging!), and - by far the best - "Tina's

Erotic Friend Fiction" which features Tina finally going after Jimmy Jr. in a "Romeo & Juliet" motif, as

well as a wonderfully silly Casablanca parody that opens the book (if you're a big Tina fan, these will

probably be your favorite parts, as well). A quick, fun read to keep you going in between episodes,

Bob's Burgers: Well Done is a very tasty collection featuring the Emmy-winning Belchers from one

of the best (and funniest) animated series to ever hit the air. ****Note: I received a free ARC of this



title via NetGalley and the publisher, in exchange for an honest review.
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